
Measuring 
Guide
For Clip Fit



Check Window/Door Suitability

To ensure the best possible fit we require 
accurate measurements for both the width and 
drop of the blind.

Measure the full size of the visible glass 
between the gaskets. Order as glass size.

An easy way to check if your windows are suitable is by using a gauge, or blunt butter 
knife.  Measure how far the blade slips under the beading to see if it’s above the 17mm 
required.  Please take care when using a knife.

Using a ruler and blunt butter knife, follow our simple step-by-step guide.

Measuring for your new blinds

NOTE:  The blind projects 35mm from the glass 
to the front of the folded operating handle. 
Important for bi-fold door operation.
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Don’t force it if it feels like 
it doesn’t want to budge 
— You may have an older 
window where the seal is 
not compressible.  If this 
is the case, then you’ll 
need to consider other 
options.

Frame bead edge

Seal/gasket



Step 2
Measuring Drop

Step 1
Measuring Width

Take three measurements of 
the window drop. If there are 
any variations, then always 
use the longest measurement.

You must measure accurately 
and to the nearest millimetre 
to ensure a good fit.

Take three measurements of 
the window width.

If there is any variation 
always use the shortest width 
to order your blinds. If the 
windows are particularly large 
you can take intermediate 
measurements to check.

NOTE: We also ask you measure the middle area as well to ensure there is no more than a 4mm 
difference between each measurement.  If this is the case, please get in touch with us to talk 
through your measurements, as we want to ensure the best possible fit for your new blind!



Unit A, Trident Business Park, Huddersfield, HD2 1UA.

247blinds.co.uk

or call 01484 443790

All measured up?
Placing your order couldn’t be easier. 
Scan here to be taken to our website.

Be inspired

247 Home Furnishings Ltd trading as 247Blinds

Room/Location

Other Notes

WidthGlass Size Drop

Make a note of your measurements


